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For bounded symmetric domains Q in C”, a notion of “bounded mean oscilla- 
tion” in terms of the Bergman metric is introduced. It is shown that for f 
in L*(Q, dv), f is in BMO(Q) if and only if the densely-defined operator 
[M/, P] = MfP- PM, on L’(Q, dv) is bounded (here, M, is “multiplication by f 
and P is the Bergman projection with range the Bergman subspace 
H2(SZ, dv) = Li(Q, dv) of holomorphic functions in L*(sZ, dv)). An analogous 
characterization of compactness for [M,, P] is provided by functions of “vanishing 
mean oscillation at the boundary of 52.” 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Q be a bounded symmetric (Cartan) domain with its standard 
(Harish-Chandra) realization in @” [7, 14, 16, 17, 231. For du the usual 
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Euclidean volume measure on C” = Rzn, normalized so that o(Q) = 1, we 
consider the Hilbert space of square-integrable complex-valued functions 
L2 = L2(sZ, du) and the Bergman subspace Hz = H’(Q) of holomorphic 
functions in L’. The self-adjoint projection from L2 onto HZ is denoted by 
P. For f, g in L2, we consider the multiplication operator M, on L2 given 
by Mfg = fg and the Hankel operator H, on L2 given by H, = (I - P) M,P. 
For f in L2, these operators are only densely defined and may be 
unbounded. The commutator [Mf, P] = M/P - PMf is densely defined on 
L2 and may also be unbounded. From the formal identities 
[Mf,P]=H,-HJ* 
(I- P)CMf, PI = H, 
[AIf, P](Z- P) = -H; 
it follows that [MY, P] is a bounded operator if and only if Hf, Hr are 
bounded. Moreover, [MY, P] is a compact operator if and only if H/, Hr 
are compact. 
In earlier work [3], it was shown that for some interesting Q, including 
the ball and the polydisc, and for all f in L”(O), the algebra of bounded 
measurable functions on 52, CM,-, P] is compact if and only if f has 
vanishing mean oscillation at the boundary 852, where oscillation is defined 
in terms of the Bergman metric on 0. In this paper, we prove for all 
bounded symmetric 52 the companion result: for f in L2, [MY, P] is 
bounded if and only if f is of “bounded mean oscillation on Q” where 
oscillation is defined as in [3]. The space of such functions is denoted by 
BMO(SZ). We also obtain generally for bounded symmetric Q the expected 
result that for f in L2, [Mf, P] is compact if and only iff is in the subspace 
VMOB(Q) of functions which have vanishing mean oscillation at the 
boundary, XJ. Our results and methods are new-ven for Q = D the open 
unit disc-and rely heavily on the Bergman metric geometry. The main 
results are analogous to those known for arc-length measure on the unit 
circle [6; 22; 9, p. 2781. 
Let K (., a) be the Bergman reproducing kernel in H*(Q) for evaluation 
at aEQ. Note that 
(C&, PI d(z)=s, [f(z) -f(w)l&, WI g(w)d4w). 
For k,( . ) = K(a, a) ~ ‘I2 K( ., a), we define the Berezin transform off in L’ 
C31 by 
J’(a) = <fk, k), 
where (., .) is the usual L2 inner product and llf/12 = (f, f). For 
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typographical reasons, we write the Berezin transform of Ifl’ as (IfI’)-. It 
follows from known properties of the {k,} that 7 is defined and smooth 
(Cm) everywhere on 0. Using the boundedness of the {k,}, the Berezin 
transform extends to all fin L’ by the formula 
The transform f is critical to our analysis as are some previously 
unremarked properties of the Bergman metric b ( ., .) on 52 [ 19, p. 45; 12, 
p. 2981. In the standard realization of 52, we have 0 E Q with K( ., 0) z 1 
c7, 141. 
We recall that the Bergman metric /I( ., .) is a complete Riemannian 
metric on Sz which gives the usual topology on Q [ 12, p. 521. Moreover, 
the closed metric balls 
E(u, r) = (z: /qa, z) < r} 
are compact [12, p. 561. By definition [19, p. 453. fi is the “integrated 
form” of the infinitesimal ‘metric 
By z + dQ, we mean that the usual distance function 
has the property that d(z, X?) + 0. Let BC(SZ) denote the algebra of 
bounded continuous functions on Q, with C,(Q) the subalgebra of all 
continuous functions for which f(z) + 0 as z -+ XJ. Forf continuous on Q, 
we define 
0% (f)=suP{lf(4-fb4: WE% I,>. 
It is not hard to check, using the completeness of j3, that Osc, (f) is also 
a continuous function of z. We say f is of bounded oscillation (SE BO(S2)) 
if Osc, (f) is in BC(B) (as a function of z). We sayfis of vanishing oscillu- 
tion at f3Q(fE VO,(Q)) if Osc,(f) is in C,(Q) (as a function of z) (cf. [3]). 
For f in L*, the quantity 
MW z) = (ISI’)” @I- l.%)l* 
is a continuous function on 0. We say f is of bounded mean oscillation on 
0 (f E BMO(S2)) if MO(f, .) is in BC(Q). We say f has oanishing mean 
oscillation at BSZ (f eVMO,(Q)) if MO(f, .) is in C,(Q). 
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We also have a more geometric notion of mean oscillation. Let 
IE(z, r)l = u(E(z, r)). For fixed r > 0 and f in L2, the quantities 
Pk f-1 = I&, r)l -’ S,, ,,.f(w! 4~) 
i, 
MO,(f, z) = IMz, r)lpl jEcT r) If(w) -fk r)l’ h(w) 
A, 
= (WI I& r)l-’ j j If(w) -f(u)l” Ww) Mu) E(z,r) E(z, r)
are continuous functions on Q. We say f in L2 is in BMO,(Q) if MO,(f, .) 
is in BC(Q). We say f in L2 is in VMO>(Q) if MO,.(f, .) is in C,(Q). 
We require a few additional definitions. We write 
B= {f~ L2: (IfI’)” EBC(Q)} 
Y= {fEL2: (If12)” EC#2)}. 
Clearly, 9 cBMO(SZ) and YaVMO,(Q). For S any subset of Q, we 
write 
and 
Ilf II BMO(S) = SUP MW Z)1’2 
ZES 
llfll BMO = llfli BMO(R), 
llfll r = ;z; MO,(f, 4”‘. 
Our main result holds for Q an arbitrary bounded symmetric domain. 
For such 0, we have 
THEOREM A. For f in L2, the following are equivalent: (i) H/, lYr 
are bounded, (ii) f E BMO(Q), (iii) f E BMO,(Q) for all r >O, (iv) 
f E BMO,(Q) for some r>O, (v) f E BO +9. Moreover, the quantities 
max{ IIH~II, IIH~II 1, IICM~, PI/I, l/f I/BMO? and Ilf IOr are wiualent andfis in 
BO with f -fin 9 whenever any of (i)-(v) hold. 
We also have a corresponding extension of the main result of [3]: 
THEOREM B. For f in L*, the following are equivalent: (i) H/, II, 
are compact, (ii) f EVMO,(Q), (iii) f E VMO>(Q) for ail r > 0, (iv) 
f E VMO;(Q) for some r > 0, (v) f EVO,(Q) + 9. Moreouer,7is in VO,(Q) 
andf -7is in .a wheneuer any of (i)-(v) hold. 
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For f in H2 and z in $2 we have the holomorphic gradient 
VZf = 
( 
z (z), s (z), . ..> z (z)) 
1 2 n 
and we can define, as in [23], 
Q,(z)=sup{I(V;f,.T)~ (G,x,x)-1’2:O#~~@“}. 
Following [23], we say f is in the Bloch space B(B) if 
Sup Q,tz) = IIf tI B < co. 
2G.a 
We say f is in the little Bloch space B,(Q) if 
Lim Q,(z) = 0. 
;+a0 
For f in H 2, it is easy to see that e, = 0. In this case, we obtain some 
additional information. Again, for SS an arbitrary bounded symmetric 
domain, we have 
THEOREM C. For f in H2, Hr is bounded if and only if f is in B(G). 
Moreover, 11 Hrll and I( f (I B are equivalent quantities. 
We also have, for general bounded symmetric Sz, 
THEOREM D. For f in HZ, Hr is compact if and only iff is in B,(0). For 
rank (52) # 1, B,(Q) consists of just the constant functions. 
The proofs of Theorems A and B depend on two key results about the 
Bergman metric and the Berezin transform. 
THEOREM E. The function B(O, .) is in Lp(Q, dv) for all p > 0. 
THEOREM F. For any smooth curve y: I -+Q (Z= [0, 11) with s=s(t) the 
arc-length of y with respect to the Bergman metric ( gu(z)) and for any f in 
BMO(SZ), we have 
Theorems E and F hold for all bounded symmetric domains. It should 
be recalled that, as Z-P 852, 
B(O, z) + +a 
K(z, z) + +co. 
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The point of Theorem E is that, for bounded symmetric domains 52, /?(O, z) 
does not blow up too badly near X& 
Remark. The function p(O, .) is the prototype of BO(Q). Using the 
invariance of the metric /I( ., .) under automorphisms of 0 and Theorem E, 
it is easy to check that /3(0, .) is in BMO(O). The function exp(iB(0, .)‘I*} 
is in VMOa(0), as noted in [3]. 
The measure do(z) may be replaced by Harish-Chandra measures of the 
form C,K(z, z)’ du(z) with t < t,(Q) and Theorems A and B remain true. 
We conjecture that Theorems A and B hold, with different proofs, for 
domains considerably more general than those considered here. 
In Section 2, we discuss some useful features of the Bergman metric 
geometry on a Cartan domain Sz and give the proofs of Theorems E 
and F. In Section 3, we show that 
Ilf II ElMO~2(1 +fi, maxWfll~ llfffll~. 
In Section 4, we discuss “Carleson measures” on general Cartan Q and 
establish the estimate 
IW/.ll cc ll(lfl’,-ll2. 
In Section 5, we establish some useful properties of BMO(Q) and 
BMO,(Q). In Section 6, we do the remaining analysis to show that, for Q 
an arbitrary Cartan domain, 
This allows us, in Section 7, to complete the proofs of Theorems A and B. 
In Section 8, we specialize to the case f in H*(Q) and prove Theorems C 
and D. Finally, in Section 9 we discuss various extensions and generaliza- 
tions. 
We thank John Isbell and Adam Koranyi for useful advice and 
discussions. 
An announcement of these results appeared in [4]. 
2. THE BERGMAN METRIC 
We recall that, in the standard realization of Q [ 14, 17, 231, Q is a 
bounded subset of C” which contains 0 and which is invariant under z + AZ 
for 2 any complex scalar of modulus one. Of course, 52 is a homogeneous 
space of the Lie group G of all holomorphic automorphisms of a. The 
isotropy subgroup of 0 is a compact Lie group K which acts as a subgroup 
of the group U, of n x n unitary matrices. There is [23, II, p. 61 an open 
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unit polydisc D’ embedded in Sz so that KD’ = Sz and D’ consists precisely 
of the (zl, z2, . . . . z,, 0, 0, . . . . 0) for z = (z,, . . . . z,) in 52 (of course, r < n). For 
cp in G, k in K, and K( ., . ) the Bergman reproducing kernel for D defined 
earlier, /I( +, .) the integrated form of the Bergman metric on Q, we have the 
well-known invariance relations 
K(ka, kb) = K(a, b) 
P(4w cpb) = B(4 b). 
For the rest of this section, we will write b= /Ia, K( ., .) = K,( ., .) to 
indicate the domain of the functions /I( ., .) and K( ., ). We can now prove 
THEOREM E. The function fl(O, .) is in Lp(f2, du) for all p > 0. 
Proof For D the open unit disc in @ and 
D’=DxDx ... XD 
in C’, embedded in C” as described above, we have K,(z, z) = (1 - 1~1’))~ 
and 
Kor(z, z)= n (1 - 1~~1’))~. 
i=l 
It follows easily that if yi(t) is a path in D from 0 to zi (0 < t < 1) then 
Y(t) = (Y,(t), Y*(f), ...> r,(t)) 
is a path from 0 to z = (z,, z2, . . . . z,) in D’ with Bergman metric lengths I 
( = lp, ID) satisfying 
If the yi are geodesic arcs in D then we have for arbitrary E > 0 
d CI(E) 1 K,(Zi, Zi)' 
i= 1 
< C*(E) K,r(z, z)“. 
Here, we use the explicit form of pD(O, z,) [19 p. 521. 
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For D’ the embedded polydisc of [23, II, p. 61, we can define a bounded 
linear map from H2(D’) into H2(Q) by 
Pu-MZL 7 z2> .“> z,)=f(z,, z2, “‘3 z,) 
and check that, by the boundedness of p, for z in D’, 
Kdz, z) Q C,K,(z, z). (*) 
Moreover, there is an absolute constant C, > 0 [23, II, p. 71 so that, for y 
any path in D’, 
NOW for z in D’ and y a D’-geodesic between 0 and z, we have 
Combining this with the earlier estimate on fi,(O, z) gives 
Pa(O, zk Cg(E) KLY(z, z)” 
so, by (*I, 
MO, z) d Cd&) K,(z, zy (**I 
and, using the K invariance of BR and K,( ., .), we see that (**) holds for 
all z in Q and E > 0. 
The proof is completed by noting that, for 0 <E <Q,, Kn(z, z)” is 
integrable on Q. This is a well-known consequence of the analysis of [13, 
p. 380; 17; IS]. 
Recall that, for K( ., z) the Bergman reproducing kernel at z in Q we 
have the normalized Bergman kernel 
k;( ) = K( ., z) K(z, z) - “2. 
We write P, for the rank-one self-adjoint projection operator with range 
the scalar multiples of kZ. Recall that the (infinitesimal) Bergman metric on 
Sz is given by 
Let Z be the closed unit interval, Z= [0, 11. For y: I+ Q a smooth curve 
580/93/Z-6 
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with y(t) = (y,(t), y*(t), . . . . y,(t)) for t in 1, the arclength of y is given by 
s = s(t), where 
We have 
LEMMA 1. For any smooth curve y, 
~=~~~(z-P~(~))(~k~(~))~~. 
Proof This is a direct calculation using the conjugate-analyticity of 
K( ., z) in z and the fact that 
K(z,z)=(K(.,z),K(.,z)). 
Using (ajaz,) K( ., z) = (i?/Zj) K( ., z), we have 
&;,logW(., z), K(., z)> 
1 J 
= ~{K~z.z)-‘&(-,z),K(.J)} 
= -K(z, z)-’ 
>( > 
+K(z, z)-' ( a + z), pt.. z) > 
= zqz, z)-’ 
( 
fW,z),~K(.,z) 
J I ) 









K(z,z)~~~-$-(z,z)-~‘~ + zqz, z) - u2 5 z), 
J 
azj (‘9 
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we see that 
Finally, noting that 
-$ k; = k, K(z, z)l” 
I 
; zqz, z) - “2 
I 
we see that 
and the desired result follows. 
Recalling the definition of the Berezin transform 
.h) = s, f(z) lk,(412 dub) 
and using Lemma 1, we can establish a key estimate. 
THEOREM F. For any smooth curue y: I+ Q and any f in BMO(Q), we 
have 
Proof: We use the smooth dependence of k, on a to differentiate under 
the integral sign in the definition off(u) to obtain 
Next, we use the identity (kyCtj, kyC,)) G 1 to obtain 
Re (f km km) =O. 
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Thus, we have 
Next, using 
we see that 
An application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality now yields 
by use of Lemma 1. 
Among many useful consequences of Theorem F, we have 
COROLLARY 1. For f in BMO, 
km -ma G 2 Jz IlfllBMO Ha, 6). 
Proof Choose y to be a geodesic joining a to b of length )(a, 6). 
COROLLARY 2. For f in VMOB, 7 is in VOd. 
Proof: For E(z, 1) = {w: /?(z, w) < 1 }, Theorem F yields 
O%(f) G 2 Jz IlfIIBMO(E(z,l)). 
Since E(z, 1) + 8Q as z-+X2 [3] (using completeness of (52, fl)), the 
desired result follows. 
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Remark. The proofs of Lemma 1 and Theorem F require that 
be in the Bergman space H’(Q) and that K( ., z) be bounded on Q for any 
fixed z in 9. Both of these properties hold for all bounded symmetric 
(Cartan) domains and strictly pseudoconvex domains by known “smooth- 
ness to the boundary” results [16; 193. 
3. AN UPPER BOUND ON IlfIIBMO 
For z in Q, k, is in H” as is k;’ [ 163. Thus, forfin L2,fkz (and fk;‘) 
are in L2. We write Pz for the projection operator on L*, 
Pzg= (8, k) k. 
LEMMA 2. We have, for f in L*, the identities 
II(f-~)k,l12=W-12V- (z)- lefb)l*+ I?b)-4’ 
II(~-P,)(fk,)l12=(If12)- (z,-l.b)12~ 
It follows that 
IIFMfk)ll*6 II(f -Wll’ 
with equality if and only if 1=7(z). 
ProoJ Direct calculation. 
For f in L2, we define 
f, = k-‘P(fk;). 
Clearly, f, is in H2. Moreover, 
We can now prove 
IIfGkll = ll(f -fz) kzll. 
THEOREM 3. For f in L2 and z in Sz, 
(IfI*)- (z)- Iu%)12W +$,’ WfkII + llQW2. 
Proof: For g in HZ, it is easy to check that 
(2 - g(z)) kz, k - g(z)) L (g(z) - g(z)) k 
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are mutually orthogonal. For f real-valued, f in L2, we see that 
IIHfkzIl = llfk -fzkll 
= Ilfkz -Lf;kzll? 
so 2 II~rkll 2 Iltf, -fJ 41. Thus, 
4 IWfkzl12 2 IKfz-fzf,, kl12 
a IKfz-fAzW,l12+ II(fz(+f,okl12+ II(fz(+3Jkl12 
22 Iltfi-fA4M2 
and so 
$ IIQU 2 II(fz -fi(z)) kll. 
By Lemma 2 and the estimates above, we have 
(If 12)” (2) - l&)12~ Iltf -f,(z)) kl12 
6 {ll(f -fz)kzll+ II(fi-fz(z)M)2 
d (I+ $J2 llQU2. 
For general f in L2, we write f = fi + if2 with fi, f2 in L2 and fj real- 
valued. Using Lemma 2 and the above analysis, 
(If I’)” @I- lf(412= II(~-Wfkz)l12 
~(IIV-Pz)(f~kz)ll + II(~-~z)(f~kN)2 
d (1 + $1’ Wf,klI + IWjjW2. 
Noting that fi = (1/2)(f +f) and f2 = (1/2i)(f -f), together with standard 
estimates, completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. rf Hf, Hf are bounded, then f is in BMO(Q) and 
Ilf II BMO s 2(1 + $1 max{ IlH~ll~ IIH~II 1. 
Proof: Immediate. 
4. CARLESON MEASURES ON 52 
For p a finite positive Bore1 measure on Q and g measurable, we write 
llgll: = ID l&)l’ 44z). 
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For p = u, we suppress the subscript ( 11 gll D = /) g/l ). We define several norm- 
like quantities on p. First, there is the Carleson norm of p defined by 
l/l~lll =~~~~Il~ll~lIl~ll~:~~~~~~Z~~. 
Of course, )I(p\I/ = +cc is quite possible. We also define the Berezin trans- 
form of p by 
b(z) = s, lUw)12 &L(w) 
and consider the usual supremum ll,ii/l o. = supz6 R IF(z Finally, for any 
fixed r > 0, we define 
where E(z, r) = {w: /?( z, w)dr} and IE(z, r)l is the u-measure of E(z, r). 
Following [5, 201, we say that p is a Carleson measure on 52 if 
lll~ljl < +co. For future use, we have 
LEMMA 4. Suppose dp(w)= If(w du(w) with f in L2(0). If ~/~~~~~ is 
finite then MfP is a bounded operator with IIMfPI/’ 6 (I/plI/. 
Proof It is sufficient to check that the closed densely-defined operator 
MfP has the appropriate norm estimate on its domain. For g in this 
domain, 
IWfPgl12< llg/12 SUP IQ If( lh(w)12d+9: hEH2, llhll G 1) 
d 11~112 IllPIll. 
We recall from [3] that there are, for each a in 52, biholomorphic 
automorphisms cp, of Sz (cp, in G) with the properties: 
(1) cp,(a)=O 
(2) cpU. cp, = identity map. 
cpa is determined uniquely up to composition with an element of K, the 
isotropy subgroup of 0. For cpa we have the useful fact [ 19, p. 42; 31 that 
the determinant of the Jacobian of cpa as a transformation from Q c lR2” 
into R2” is just Ik,( .)I’. In particular, since k,( .) is smooth on the closure 
0, we note that for g integrable on 52, g 0 cpU is also integrable with 
s, g(w) IUw)l’ NW) = Jo go cpu(z) dub). 
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LEMMA 5. For fixed r > 0, there is a sequence { wj > in Sz such that 
(1) IJ~TI E(wj, r)=Q, and 
(2) there is a positive integer N such that, for any z in 0, z is 
contained in at most N of the sets E(w,, 2r). 
ProofI It is easy to show that a sequence { wj} exists for which 
B(wj, wf) 2 r/4 when j#j’ and fi(z, w,) < r for some j= j(z) and each z in 
Q. Now consider the closed metric ball E(0, 2r). There is a finite cover of 
E(O,2r) by open metric balls of radius r/8. Call the cardinal of this cover 
N. If wj, wY are both in the same element of the cover, then we get the 
contradiction that /3(w,, wi’) < r/4. Thus, there are at most N of the {wj} in 
E(0, 2r). Using 
cp,E(O, 2r) = E(z, 2r) 
and the invariance of p( ., .) under the automorphisms (cp,}, we see that 
there are at most N points of { wj} in any E(z, 2r). 
LEMMA 6. For the sequence (w,} of Lemma 5, and m any positive Bore1 
measure, we have 
ProoJ For xj( .) 
of Fubini’s theorem 
j!l m(E(wj, 2r)) d Nm(Q). 
the characteristic function of E(w,, 2r), an application 
gives 
m 
j:, m(E(wj, 2r))=,Fl J, xj(‘) dm(z) 
6 Nm(Q). 
LEMMA 7. For r > 0, there is a constant C, > 0 so that for all h in H2 and 
z in D 
C 
lh(z)l’~IE(z, 5 E(;,r) Ih(w du(w). 
ProoJ: Since the Bergman metric induces the usual Euclidean topology 
on Q, E(0, r) contains a Euclidean ball B centered at 0. For any 
holomorphic function h on 52 we have 
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Replacing h by ho cpz we have 
l&)1’<’ IBI jE,, ~) Ihocpz(w)12 Mw) 
1 
%q E(z,r) I 
lh(~N* IkWl’ NW). 
By Lemma 8 of [3] 
co > E(r) 2 lkAw)l’ IE(z, r)l 
for w  in E(z, r) so 
l&)l’~~&j‘ Ih(w Ww). 2 EC&r) 
We now have (cf. [20]) 
THEOREM 8. For finite positive Bore1 measures p, the quantities (i) 111 ,U111, 
(ii) 11~11 oo, (iii) llpL)lr are equivalent (in the sense of norms). 
Proof. Since the k,( .) are unit vectors in HZ, it is trivial that 
/I pll oc 6 (11 p 111. Moreover, for r > 0 we have 
fib) = s, lU412 44~) 
2 s Ikbdl’ 44~). E(z,r) 
By Lemma 8 of [3], 
lk,(w)l* I-G, r)l 3 E(r) > 0 
for w  in E(z, r) so 
A&, rJ 
and 
IIAI m 2 E(r) 11~11,~ 
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To show that )Ijp\I) is dominated by llp/ll, we require Lemmas 5-7. Using 
the sequence {wi} of Lemma 5, we have for any h in Hz 
< f pL(qwj, r)) sup(lN412: 
/=I 
By Lemma 7, 
z E E(w,, r) 
C 
lW12 “E(z, s E(z,r) lw412 4w) 
while, by Lemma 6 of [3], there is a constant D,>O with 
IE(w r)l <D 
I-% r)l ’ r 
whenever /I(z, w) 6 r. Combining these facts, we have 
SUP{ lh(Z)12: Z E E(wj, r)} 6 
CJ, 
(E(wj, r)l s E(~,, zr) ‘h(w)l2 du(w)’ 
Thus, we have 
lh(z)l'dp(z)<C,D, f p'E(wi' "'j 
j=, IE(w,, r)l E(~,, 24 Mw)l2 “(“) 
so 
j, Ih(z)I’ 44~) d CrD, IIAI, f j INw)l’ NW). j= 1 E(w>, 2r) 
An application of Lemma 6 with &n(z) = Ih(z do(z) yields 
so that 
jQ l&)l’4+)~ CrDJ’ ll~llr c, IWw)l’Mw) 
lll~ll/ G CrDrN ll~llr~ 
This completes the proof. 
We also need a companion result: 
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THEOREM 9. For f in L2(sZ) and C@(Z) = If( du(z), the foZlowing are 
equivalent: (i) MfP is compact, (ii) p(z) -+ 0 as z + X?, (iii) for any fixed 
r > 0, 
IQ, r)l -’ P{Jw, r,> + 0 
Proof. To see that (i) = (ii), note that 
Wf$-‘)* (M$‘) k, k) = (VI’)” (z)=ii(z). 
Since {k,} converges weakly to 0 as z -+ 2X2 and (M,P)* (MfP) is 
compact, the desired result follows. 
Using Lemma 8 of [3] as in the proof of Theorem 8, it is clear that 
(ii) =- (iii). 
To show that (iii) 3 (i), we note that p{E(z, r)} is continuous in z so 
that 
I@, f-11 -’ P{J%, r)l 
is in C,(Q). It follows from Lemma 4 and Theorem 8 that IjM,PII, Ilj,ulll, 
IlAm, and 11~11 r are all finite. Let xR be the characteristic function of 
Q\E(O, R). Since K(z, w) is bounded on E(0, R) x Q, it is easy to check that 
is Hilbert-Schmidt. Using Lemma 4, it is clear that M,, pxR,P is bounded. 
Thus, we need only check that 
IWfQPll + 0 
as R + co. By Theorem 8 and Lemma 4, it suffices to show that, for 
1 
g,(a) = IE(a, r)l s E(a,r) If( L?(W) Ww), 
we have IIg,ll, +O as R+ co. Note that 
so that, by hypothesis, g, is in C,(Q). Moreover, 
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for R’ > R and an easy calculation shows that, for each a, 
lim g,(a) = 0. 
R-a, 
It follows from Dini’s theorem that I(g,II m + 0 as R + co. This completes 
the proof. 
THEOREM 10. There is a constant C> 0 so that for all f in L2 with 
(IfI 2)” in BC(Q), Hf is a bounded operator with 
IlHrll 6 C llWl*)- II 2. 
Vw-12)” is in C,(Q) then H, is compact. 
Proof For g to be in the domain of H, it is sufficient that g be in the 
domain of MfP. For such g, 
IlHfgll = IIU-f-7 M&II 6 IlW’gll, 
so it suffices to check that the closed densely-defined operator M,P has the 
appropriate norm estimate on its domain. The desired estimate follows by 
taking dp(w) = If( du(w) in Theorem 8 and using Lemma 4. 
Compactness of Hf follows from that of MrP and the concluding result 
follows from Theorem 9. 
5. BMO AND VMOa 
We can now establish some function-theoretic relationships between the 
spaces BMO(Q), BMO,(SZ) and VMOa(Q), VMOi(Q). 
THEOREM 11. BMO(Q) c BMO,(Q) for all Y > 0. 
Proof: Recall that, by Lemma 8 of [3], 
MO(f, z) =; 1 j If(u) -f(w)l’ lk(u)12 lk(w)12 Wu) do(w) QR 
E(r)’ 1 
a- s s 2 I&, r)12 E(~,~) ~(~4 If(u) -f(w)l’ d4u) d4w) 
3 c(r)* MO,(f, z). 
The desired result follows at once. 
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COROLLARY. VMO,(B) c VMOl,(Q) for all r > 0. 
Proof. Immediate. 
LEMMA 12. For fixed r > 0 and continuous f such that 
sup{If(z)-f(w)l:P(z,w)Gr}=C(f,r), 
we have 
If(z)-f(w)1 d C(L r)[l + rp’B(z, w)] 
for all z, w  in Sz. 
Prooj For /?(z, w) d r, this is clear. Otherwise, let y be the geodesic 
segment between z and w  of length /?(z, w) (in the Bergman metric on 
curves). For n the greatest integer in rp’/?(z, w), divide y into n + 1 
segments of equal length. For successive points y(tj) and y(tj+l) in this 
subdivision we have 
so that 
P(YttjL Ytt j+ 1)) Gr 
If(z) -f(w)1 G C(f, r)(n + 1) 
< C(.L r)[l + r-l/J(z, w)]. 
For f in Lp = Lp(Q), we write 
llf IIu= IQ If(w W4)1’p. 
We now give several characterizations of the space BO(SZ). 
THEOREM 13. For a continuous function f on 52, the following are 
equivalent: (i) f is in BO(Q), (ii) there is a constant C= C,> 0 with 
for all z, w  in Q, (iii) 11 f(z) - f 0 ~~~~~~ is in BC(Q) for all p> 0, and (iv) 
IIf(f ovzllL2 is in WQ). 
Proof: (i) =z- (ii) follows from Lemma 12. (ii)- (iii) follows from the 
invariance of fi( ., .) under holomorphic automorphisms, Theorem E on the 
integrability of p(O, .), the boundedness of 0, and the estimate 
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6 s n [C+ cy(O, w)]” du(w). 
(iii) * (iv) is trivial. 
For (iv) a(i), we recall the identity (cf. [3]) 
Ilf(z)-f4It~= (IfI’)” @I- 17b)12+ lT(4-f(412. 
It follows that, for I/f(z)-fo cpzIIL 2 in BC(Q), fmust be in BMO(O) and 
f-f must be bounded continuous. By the corollary to Theorem F, f is in 
BO(Q) so that f must also be in BO(Q). 
COROLLARY. A continuous function f is in BO(Q) if and only if 
sup{ If(z) -f(w)l: w E E(z, r)} is in BC(B) ( as a function of z) for any fixed 
r > 0. 
Proof Direct consequence of Theorem 13 and Lemma 12. 
THEOREM 14. A continuous function f is in VO,(Q) if and only if 
suP{If(+f(w)l: wEJ%, 41 
is in Cd(Q) as a function of z for any fixed r > 0. 
ProofI Direct application of the method of Lemma 12. See also [3]. 
THEOREM 15. For any continuous function f on Sz, the following are 
equiuaZent:(i)fisinVO,,(ii) IIf(focpZIl,isinC,(B)foraZlp>O,(iii) 
)I f(z) - f 0 cpZ(I Lo is in C,(Q), (iv) f is in VMOa(Q) and f -f is in C,(Q). 
Proof: Since f is in BO(fi), the estimate in the proof of Theorem 13 
shows that the functions 
are uniformly bounded by the integrable function 
cc+ aw, .)I”. 
By hypothesis and Theorem 14, for each fixed w  in Q 
I&) -fo cp,(w)IP -+ 0 
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as z -+ X2. The Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem now shows that 
as z+dQ so that (i)*(ii). That (ii)*(iii) is trivial. That (iii)=(iv) 
follows from the identity 
IIf -focp,ll t2 = MOM z) + I?b) -f(z)l”. 
Finally, if f is in VMO,(B) then by the corollary to Theorem F, 7 is in 
VO,(Q). Sincef-J is in C,(Q), it follows that fis also in VO,(Q) so that 
(iv) * (i). 
LEMMA 16. BMO,c BMO, ifr >ssO. Moreover, for allfin BMO, iye 
hm llflls d J&s Ilfllr. 
Proof This is immediate using the definition of BMO, and Lemma 6 of 
[3] (which says that 
IEta, $11 2 d,, IECu, r)l 
for some 6,, > 0 and all a in Q). 
LEMMA 17. VMOL(Q) c VMOS,(Q) ifr > s > 0. 
Proof. Immediate by the argument of Lemma 16. 
Remark. It is a trivial calculation from Theorems 13 and E that BO, 
and hence BO + 9, is in BMO(Q). 
THEOREM 18. For any fixed r >O, BMO, is contained in BO +S. 
Moreover, there is a constant B, such that for all f in BMO,, 
IIS II BMOG& iif IIr. 
Proof: For f in BMO,(SZ), let f(z) -p(z, r/2). For j(z, W) < r/2 we find, 
by use of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, that 
IP(4 -Pb4l’ 
1 
’ IE(4 r/2)1 IE(w, r/2)1 I s If(u) -f(~)12M4d~(w). E(z,r/Z) E(w.rl-2) 
An application of Lemma 6 of [3] cited earlier yields 
If(z) -.&,I2 G N; MOAf, z) 
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with N, independent of J: Hence, for B(z, w) < r/2, 
IAZ) -.h)l 6 Nr Ilfllr 
and by the corollary to Theorem 13, p is in BO(Q). 
By Lemma 12, for aN z, w in 52 
I.&) -f(w)l G N, Ilfllr Cl + (2/r) S(z, ~11. 
Using invariance of /I( ., .) under automorphisms { cpz} and Theorem E, we 
see that 
so that, by Lemma 2, f is in BMO(Q) with 
llfll BMO 6 QJr Ilflir 
Next, we consider g = f -f We want to show that g is in 9 with 
(Igl’)” bounded by a constant multiple of II f II 3. Applying Theorem 8 to 
the measure &(w) = I g(w)12 do(w), it will suffice to check that IIPII~,~ is 
dominated by a constant multiple of )I f II f. We can check this by noting 
that 
The first term on the right is MO,,,(f, z)‘j2, which is dominated by IIf Ilr12. 
This, by Lemma 16, is in turn dominated by a constant multiple of Ilfjl,. 
The second term on the right is dominated by N, /If II r from the analysis of 
f above. 
It follows that f-p is in BMO(B) with IIf -j\Ij.,, dominated by a 
constant multiple of Ilf IIr. Finally, using the subadditivity of II IIBMo, we 
see that f is in BMO(SZ) with the desired norm estimate. 
COROLLARY. BMO(B) = BMO,(SZ) = BO + 9. 
Proof: By Theorem 11, BMO(Q) is contained in BMO,(Q). By 
Theorem 18, BMO,(Q) is contained in BO + 9. As remarked above, it is 
an easy consequence of Theorems 13 and E that BO + 9 is contained in 
BMO(Q). 
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THEOREM 19. For any fixed r > 0, VMO; is contained in VOi, + 9. 
Proof: For fin VMO;, let p(z) =f(z, r/2). For B(z, w) 6 r/2 we find, as 
in the proof of Theorem 18, that 
If(z) -.f(w)l’ d Nf MO,(f; z). 
It follows from Theorem 14 that f is in VO,. 
Next, we consider g =f-f We want to show that g is in Y. Applying 




is in C,(Q). As in the proof of Theorem 18, we have 
p{E(z, r/2)} ‘I2 
I&, r/2)1 > 
S MOr,,(f, z)1’2 + { lE(:r,2)1 JEci,,,21 Ii(z) - fW12 du(w)}“* 
d MOri2(f, z)“* + N,MO,(f, z)“‘. 
The desired result now follows from Lemma 17. 
COROLLARY. VMOB(SZ) = VMO;(Q) = VO, + 9. 
Proof By the Corollary to Theorem 11, VMOa(Q)c VMOi(O). By 
Theorem 19, VMO;(sZ) c VOa + f. By Theorem 15, VO, + 9 c VMO,(Q). 
Remark. It is easy to check, using Theorems 13 and 15, that 
BOn Y = BC while VO,n9 = Ca. As noted in Section 1, /?(O, .) is in 
BO(B). It is easy to check that B(O, .)’ is in VOa for O<r< 1. Since 
(B(O, . )‘I - (a) = jQ B(a, zJr du(z), 
a straightforward argument using Theorems E and 13 shows that, for r > 1, 
’ - a cannot be in BO. It follows that, for r > 1, p(O, .)’ cannot gw&Ho( 1 
For fin BMO(Q) or VMO,(O) there is a nice relation betweenyand 
.h ., r). 
5x0 93 z-7 
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THEOREM 20. For f in BMO(Q), f -f( ., r) is in BC(SZ). For f in 
VMO,(Q), 7-?( ., r) is in C,(Q). 
Proof. By Lemma 8 of [3] there is a constant E(r) > 0 such that 
E(r)-’ MOM z) 2 lE(z, r)l -l JE, r) If(w)-y(z)l* Ww) 
2 If@, r) -S(z)l*. 
6. A LOWER BOUND ON IlfIIBMO 
We now give an operator-theoretic lower bound for llSl[ eMo. To obtain 
one of the necessary estimates, we need to pass to the standard representa- 
tion of Q as a symmetric Siegel domain of type II. It is well known [ 10,241 
that every bounded symmetric (Cartan) domain 0 is biholomorphically 
equivalent to such a “generalized upper half-plane” via a generalized 
Cayley transform cp = qn. For Jrp( .) the determinant of the (complex) 
Jacobian of cp, we have for f in L*(rpO, du), 
It follows that 
(U,f)(w) =f(cpw) IJJWN 
is a unitary map from L*((psZ, du) onto L*(Q, du) with inverse 
(U,-lg)(z) = dcp-‘z) IJ,Az)l. 
We define e = -Q(O). Finally, we note that @2, while unbounded, has a 
Bergman reproducing kernel function K( ., . ) given by 
NW, a) = aPw, w) J,(w) J,(a) (t) 
with K( ., .) the reproducing kernel for a. 
We can now establish a key estimate. 
THEOREM 21. The integral operator on L’(Q, du) with kernel function 
/l(w, a) IK(w, a)1 is bounded. 
Proof: Using (* *) in the proof of Theorem E, we see that, for arbitrary 
E > 0, 
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Using the transformation law 
we see that 
PC% a) Mw, UN d C(E) K(w, w)” K(a, a)& Izqw, u)yG) 
Thus, it will s&ice to check that, for some E > 0, the integral operator on 
L’(Q, dv) with kernel function 
is bounded. 
The operator on L2(Q, du) with kernel R(w, a) is unitarily equivalent, via 
U,, to an integral operator on L*((pQ, du) with kernel 
R’(z, b) = &-l(b)1 &-l(Z)1 lt(cp-‘z, q-lb). 
Direct calculation, using (t), shows that 
It follows directly that 
R’(z, b)=&(b, by&z, z)” l&z, 6)11-2”. 
Our problem is now reduced to showing that the integral operator S, on 
L2((pQ, du) with kernel function R’(z, b) is bounded for some sufficiently 
small E > 0. 
To establish boundedness, we use Schur’s lemma [ 11, p. 221. In fact, we 
can produce a positive function 4 on cpd and a constant C so that 
(S,+)(b) - j R’(z, b) 4(z) az) - Wb). (1) 
The 4 and C depend on E and 4 is not in L*(cpsZ, du) (nor does the Schur 
lemma require integrability of 4). 
The choice of 4 and the proof of ( 1) depends heavily on [2, lo]. We first 
assume that @2 = 9 is a symmetric Siegel domain of type II contained in 
@“’ x @“’ (n = n’ + N), associated to an afline-homogeneous, self-conjugate, 
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and irreducible cone V of rank 12 2 and to a V-Hermitian form F defined 
in CN. Thus, we have 
9 = {z = (x + iy, zJ E C”’ x CN: y - F(z,, z2) E V}. 
Since V is self-conjugate, 1(1- 1)/2 divides n’ - 1 and we write 
2(n’ - 1) 
p= Z(E-1) 
We assume that C”’ x CN is in its canonical form (cf. [ 10; 21) with 
@N' h @%, 
41+ cl2 + ... +qr=N. 
j=l 
We denote by ( , ) the scalar product with respect to which the cone V 
is self-conjugate and we denote by q the vector of R’ whose coordinates are 
q,, j= 1, . ..) 1. We write d and m for the vectors of R’ whose respective 
coordinates are d, = - [ 1 + p(Z - 1)/2], mj=p(j- 1). Let xi(A) and x:(A) 
denote the defining functions of the self-conjugate cone V as discussed in 
[2]. For any vector p = (p,, . . . . p,) in R’, we set 
(I*)pE n [)$+yA)-p. 
j=l 
In the terminology of [lo], the functions Ap and (A*)” are compound 
power functions respectively associated to the cone V and the dual cone V 
of v. 
Subsequently, we carry the following notation: Let p = (pl, . . . . P,) and 
P’ = (Pi 7 . . . . p;) be two vectors in R’; we shall write p > p’ whenever pi > pi 
for every j = 1, . . . . 1. 
We next prove estimate (1) in the following precise form: let 
1 ! 1 
“=Ty:f: -2d,+q,’ 
Then, for any E in (0, co), if C$ denotes the function d(z) = [y - F(z*, z,)]~, 
with z = (x + iy, z2) E 9 and p = (pr , . . . . pr) E R’, estimate (1) holds when p 
satisfies 
-e-F-e(2d-q)<p<E(2d-q)--:; here,e=(l, 1, . . . . 1). (*) 
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In view of Proposition 1.2.1 and Lemma 1.2.2. of [2], we have 








F([ z) il 29 27 . dl, 
whenever 
(2) 
Here, i = (< + iq-, i2) E 9. 
Hence, by the Plancherel theorem, we get 
I j&(i,~)1~-~‘dx R”’ 
= (C:j2 j, (A*)4Edf(1-2E)g.exp( - (q + y-2Re F(i2, z2), A)) dA 
and, in view of Lemma 1.2.2 of [2], this integral converges whenever 
(-1+4~)d+(l-2~)p>m/2. (2’) 
Since 
2 Re F(i2, z2) = -F(i2 - z2, l2 - z2) + f’(i,, C2) + F(z2, z2h 
multiplying by &z)[z(z, z)]” and integrating with respect to y yields 
s I&Z, z)l’ -*’ b(z) I&, z)l” dx dy R”‘x (y:y--F(Z2,22)E V} 
= (~32 j, (~*)‘+Ed+(l-*dq ev( - v  FCC2 - z2, l2 - z2) 
-F(i,, l2), n>)Z(n)dy, (3) 
where 
Z(A)= j exp(-W-f'(z2,z2)A) 
{Y:Y--F(z2,zt)E VI 
x [y - F(z2, z~)]P+‘(~~-~) dy. 
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Putting y’ = y - F(z *, z2) and applying Lemma 1.2.2 of [2] gives that 
I(d) = Ce(~*)-CP+@~-+~l 
p+&(2d-q)-d>m*/2, (4) 
where the vector m* = (mf, . . . . m,?) of R’ is defined by 
mj* =m,- j+ I= p(Z- j), j = 1, . . . . 1. 
It then follows that under conditions (2’) and (4), the left-hand side of (3) 




.exp(- (rl +F(i2 -z2, i2-z2) 
- FCC,, C2h 1)) dl. 
Integrating with respect to z2 now yields 
S&(i) = C,[&l(r, ()I” [, (~*)-p+(1+2E)d+(1-‘E)q .exp( - (q - F(i,, C2), A)) 
X exp( - (F(12 - z2, l2 - z2), 1)) du(zJ dJ. 
But, in view of Lemma 1.2.4 of [Z], the integral with respect to z2 in this 
formula is convergent and equal to C(A*)-q. Hence, 
SE&l) = C,C[&T(I, ()I” 1, (l*)-p+(1+2e)dpEq .exp( - (q - F(i2, c2), A)) dA. 
and in view of Lemma 1.2.2 of [;?I, we get 
MO = C:C&C, 01” Cv - FCC29 i2)l --n(2d-q)+p 
if the following extra condition is satisfied: 
c(2d - q) - p > m/2. 
(5) 
(6) 
Now, since [K([, i)]“= C:[q - F(i2, c2)]E(2d-q), equality (5) amounts 
to Eq. (1). To finish the proof, it just remains to check the following 
elementary facts: 1. the pair of conditions (4) and (6) is equivalent to con- 
dition (*); 2. when E E (0, Ed), p can be found in such a way that condition 
(*) is satisfied; 3. the condition E E (0, E,,) implies conditions (2) and (2’). 
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The exceptional case 1= 1 (the ball) can be disposed of with minor 
modifications. The “Schur eigenfunction” 4(z) for E= 1 is a suitable 
ordinary power of &z, z). 
The fact that the Bergman kernel function of a product a, x 0, is the 
product of the corresponding Bergman kernel functions easily allows the 
reduction of the boundedness of 
for reducible domains to the corresponding result for irreducible domains. 
Thus, the proof is complete. 
We can now establish the key lower bound. 
THEOREM 22. For f in BMO, we have 7 in BO and f - 3 in 9”. Moreover, 
for f in BMO, H, is bounded and there is a constant D > 0, independent of 
f, such that 
llH/ll 6 D llf II Brvto. 
Proof Thatris in BO is immediate from Corollary 1 to Theorem F. By 
Theorem 21 and Corollary 1 to Theorem F there is a constant C> 0 so 
that for all f in BMO (and 3 in BO) 
IlfQll G C Ilf Ilmm. 
An easy application of the triangle inequality yields 
{(lf-31*)- (a)I”2 
G {(lf-3ta)12)” (a)}1’2+ {(13ta)-312)” (a))1i2. 
The first term on the right is just MO(f, a) “2 The second term on the right . 
is dominated by 
2 Jz Ilf IIBMO 
112 
B(O, WI* dv(w) , 
using Corollary 1 of Theorem F. Thus f -3 is in 9. Moreover, by 
Theorem 10, it is easy to check that 
llff-rll G D’ Ilf II riMo 
for some constant D’, independent off: Writing 
Hf = H3+ Hf-3 
gives the desired estimate. 
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Remark. For Q = B, the open unit ball, and for a restrictive class of 
other Q, estimates of [S, 71 can be used, as in [3] to establish 
The “Schur test functions” implicit in these estimates are ordinary powers 
of K(z, z). The main point of Theorem 21 is that the compound power 
functions of [lo] are needed to deal with general Cartan domains. 
We will need a more precise version of Theorem 22 to handle VMOB. 
Our estimates will involve 
We will also write 
llfll2F = ll(lf1*)- II:*‘, llf II 
- 
Y.Fz\yQ l(lf12r- (W2. 
For continuous f, we also have two useful norm-like quantities: 
llfll.,, = inf{M: If(z) -f(w)1 6 Mk ~1 vz, w> 
IV II O,,,a~inf(M: V.z>O 3 compact J,cQ3z$J,* [If(z)-f(w)1 
<(M+E)P(Z, w)Vwl}. 
Recall that, for g in L*(!S, do) with compact support, Hg is compact and 
(lg12r- is in C,(Q) (g is in 9). We write CS= { gE I,*: g has compact 
support} and ccs = {g E C(Q): g has compact support}. 
We can now prove 
LEMMA 23. For f in 9, we have 
id IV+ gllF G Ilfll.~,~. g E cs 
Proof For E > 0, let J be compact in 0 so that 
w-I’)-- czY’* <E + IlfllF.a 
for ~$5. Let Jk be compact such that 
J ,c+,xJ/cxJ, ; J,c=Q. 
For xk( .) the characteristic function of Jk, we see that (I( 1 - xk) f\ ‘)” (z) 
is continuous (in z), monotone (in k) and tends to 0 pointwise as k + co. 
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By Dini’s theorem (I(1 --xk)f12)- (.) converges to 0 uniformly on J. For 
k such that 
(I(1 -X!JfW t4-=* 
on J and g = xk f we have 
Ilf- glls <E + Ilfll.F.?. 
We next establish a corresponding result for continuous f and IlfII.,,. 
Recall that the metric /?( ., .) induces the usual topology on Q so that 
/?-Lipschitz functions are automatically continuous. 
LEMMA 24. For h in C(Q), we have 
inf Ilh+ gll,,G$ lIhll,,,,~. ,gECCS 
Proof For E > 0, take J compact so that 
I&) - h(w)l G (6 + Ilhll.sc,a) Bk w) 
for all z # J and all w  in Q. To produce a continuous g with 
llh+gll.&t/z llhllo.o+(fib 
it will be enough to show that a real-valued r( .), defined on 52\J with 
I+) - dw)l d Bk WI 
for all z, w  in Q\J, can be extended to a real-valued function s( .) on all of 
Sz with 
Is(z) - 4w)l G Pk w) 
for all z, w  in Q. This is a moderately easy exercise, using Zorn’s lemma. 
Remark. F. W. Lawvere has pointed out to us the more constructive 
description of s(. ) as 
s(z) = wp;,J {fw + k W)>l 
which is due to E. J. McShane. 
We also require some “localized to the boundary” versions of earlier 
estimates. 
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LEMMA 25. There is a constant C, > 0 so that for all f in BMO(O), 
IIS 411 4t,c3 6 c, iif /I BM0.d. 
ProoJ: As before, we have 
(If-yI',- (z)~'~<MO(~, z)"*+&~(z)l*)- (z)"'. 
By Theorem F, 
lwh, -ihI d 2 fi P(z, w) sup MO(f, Cl”*, 
5 E Y(4 K’) 
where y(z, w) is the geodesic arc from z to w. Let J be a compact set such 
that 
s fi(O, w)’du( w)<&*. R\J 
Then, 
wm2,- w* 
q/5 w)* Ik(w)l* Ww,)“* 
G2d 
w 
MOM <)I B(O, w)'Mw) 
for 
+ ( 5 sup J &I. e, c /%o. WI MW 5)) P(O, WI’ WW)}~‘~ 
~~~{~*llfll~~o+I/B~~~~~1/: sup MO(f,W’* 
P(z 5) G J7 
R = no;; B(O, w). 
As z -+ 852, we see that 
llf -“ill ~,a~(2JZl)Ia(o,‘,112+1)(IfllBM0,a. 
LEMMA 26. There is a constant C2 > 0 so that for all f in BMO(.Q), 
llfll osc,d d c2 Ilf II BMO,d. 
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Proof For y the geodesic arc from z to W, the proof of Theorem F 
shows that 
If(z) -vb’)l < 2 ,h .r,“‘““’ MO(f, y(s))“’ ds. (*I 
Given E > 0, there is an R = R(E) so that 
MW 4”’ < E + IlfIl~~o,a 
whenever p(O, z) > R. For such z, we consider 17(z) -f(w)l. Using (*), and 
considering separately the portions of y in E(0, R) and outside, we have 
i 
2 Jz llfll BMO 
G 28 (Ilfll 
2R+2,h (Ilfll BMO,B + &) b(z> w), b(Z, W) 2 p(o, Z) - R 
BMO.8 +&) &T “‘1, fib, W) < fl(o, Z) -R 
Now taking fi(O, z) large, we see that 
llfll osc,a d 2 Js II~IIBMo,~~ 
Finally, we need 
LEMMA 27. There is a constant C3 > 0, so that for all h in C(G). 
llhll BMO g cx llhll.,,. 
ProojI Using invariance of /?( ., .), we have 
Ih(w) - &)I G 1 Ih(w) - h(u)1 IUu)l’ Mu) 
6 llhllox j- B( w, u) lkz(u)l’ du(u) 
< Ilhll.,, {BbH+ IINI .,Il,). 
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MOV, z) = 1 14~) - &)I’ Ik(w)12 du(w) 
G Il4lL j [IP( w> z) + IIP@, .)I1 II2 Ikwl’ Mw) 
G lvll:,, (II/w-4 A:+ 3 II/m 4:). 
We can now localize Theorem 22 to X?. 
THEOREM 28. There is a constant C>O so that for ail f in BMO(Q), 
Kck;act IW+KII G c llf I/BMO,d. 
ProoJ It will suffice to show that 
inf II&+ RII < C Ilf /IBMO,BT g E (1F 
since H, is compact for g in cs, by Theorem 10. Using Theorem 22, it will 
s&ice to show that there is a C’ with 
inf Ilf + gll BMO d c’ lif II BM0.B. 
g  E (‘s 
For f in BMO(Q), again using Theorem 22, f-f is in 9 and, by 
Lemma 23, for E > 0 given, there is a g, in cs so that 
Ilf -7+ g,ll, <E + Ilf -7ll,,,. 
It is immediate that 
and, using Lemma 25, 
llf-.T+ g, II BMo <E + Cl llfll BMO,~. 
Next, consideringx by Lemma 24 there is a g, in ccs with 
-!- IV+ gZllosc<~+ Il.7110sc,a. 
Jz 
By Lemma 26, 
2 II?+ g2Ilosc<E+C2 II~IIBMo,~. 
(*I 
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Finally, by Lemma 27, 
Ilf+ g2II FlMO <C,~E+C2C3~IlfIIBMO.d. (**I 
Combining (*) and (* *), we see that 
Ilf+ g, + g,lI BMO <&(1+C3~)+IlfIIBMO,a(C,+CzC~~). 
The desired result follows with 
C’ = c, + c, c, &. 
7. PROOFS OF THEOREMS A AND B 
We can now assemble results of the previous sections to prove the main 
theorems. 
THEOREM A. For R any bounded symmetric domain and f in L2, 
the following are equivalent: (i) Hf, Hf are bounded, (ii) f EBMO(SZ), 
(iii) f EBMO,(Q) for all r >O, (iv) f EBMO,(Q) for some r>O, 
(v) fEBO+Y. Moreover, the quantities /fIIBMO, I/CM,-,P]Il, max{IIHfII, 
IIH~II >, and Ilf III are equivalent and7 is in BO with f -Tin F whenever any 
of (i)-(v) hold. 
Proof: (i) =S (ii) is the corollary to Theorem 3. (ii) * (iii) is Theorem 11. 
(iii) =c- (iv) is trivial. (iv)=+-(v) is Th eorem 18. (v)=+(i) follows from the 
corollary to Theorem 18 and Theorem 22. The equivalence of the various 
norms is established in parallel with the inclusions above. Finally, 
Theorem 22 shows that 3 is in BO with f -3 in 9 whenever f is in 
BMO(SZ). 
THEOREM B. For 52 any bounded symmetric domain and f in L2, 
the following are equivalent: (i) H,., Hf are compact, (ii) f EVMO,(Q), 
(iii) f E VMOs(Q) for all r >O, (iv) f E VMOi(Q) for some r >O, 
(v) f E VO, + 9. Moreover, f is in VOa and f -3 is in 9 whenever any of 
(i)-(v) hold. 
Proof: (i) =S (ii) follows directly from Theorem 3 and the fact that 
k- 0 (weakly) as z -+ ~22. The corollary to Theorem 19 is just the 
implications (ii) o (iii), (iii) o (iv), and (iv) o (v). (ii) * (i) is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 28. That 3 is in VOB is just Corollary 2 
of Theorem F. Writing 
f -3= Cf -A., r)l + C?(., r)l-31, 
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we recall that f is in VMOg(S2) (by the Corollary to Theorem 11) and so 
,f-j( ., r) is in 9 by the proof of Theorem 19. Theorem 20 shows that 
f(., r)-yis in C,(Q). S’ mce C,(Q) is easily seen to be contained in 9 [3] 
and 9 is closed under addition, we see that f - 7 is in 9. 
8. PROOFS OF THEOREMS C AND D 
For fin H*(a), [23] defines a quantity 
Q/(z) = sup ;?&!$: 1 WI = 1 
where w  is in C”, z is in 0, and 




af(z) af(z) aft4 -- - z aZ, ’ aZ2 9 ‘-3 aZ, ) . 
Following [23, I], we say f is in the Bloch space B if Q,( .) is in BC(Q). 
We define the Bloch norm off by 
llflle= IlQ,(%m. 
For f in B, we say f is in the “little Bloch” space B, if 
Lim Q,(z) = 0. 
z+m 
We have, following Theorem 3.4 of [23, I], 
LEMMA 29. For f in H*(Q), if y is a geodesic of length /l(z, w) joining z 
to w, then 
If(z)-f(w)lC {sup Q,(a)1 P(z, w). 
as? 
Proof: See [23, I]. 
COROLLARY 1. For f in B, 
If(z)-f(w)lG IlfIIBPk WI. 
ProoJ Clear. 
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COROLLARY 2. Forfin H*(Q)andj?(z,w)< 1, 
Proof: Clear. 
If(z) -f(w)1 6 sup er(a). 
uEE(i.1) 
We also have, following Theorem C of [3], 
LEMMA 30. There is a constant A so that for all f in H*(Q), 
Q,(a) GA IIf -fo (PAI. 
Proof This is the main computation in the proof of Theorem C of [3]. 
We can now prove 
THEOREM C. For all bounded symmetric 52 and f in H*(Q), Hf is 
bounded if and only iff is in B(Q). Moreover, 11 Hrll and /If II B are equivalent 
quantities. 
Proof: Since Hf = 0, by Theorem A, Hr is bounded if and only if f is in 
BMO(S2). Moreover, for f in H*(Q), we have f =fso II f IIBMo is given by 
llf II BMO = Sup Ilf Cal - f” (Pall 
rrcn 
and Ilf II BMO and 11 Hrll are equivalent quantities by Theorem A. Combining 
these remarks with Lemma 30, we see that 
G+(a) d A Ilf II BMO GA IlHrII (1 + fi, 
so H/bounded impliesf is in 8(Q) and Ilflle<A(l +,,h)llHrl/. 
Now suppose f is in B. We estimate 
IIf(focpAl* 
using Corollary 1 to Lemma 29 and find (using invariance of p( ., .) under 
automorphisms) that 
It follows that f is in BMO and 
Ilf II BMO d Ilf IIB j 
Q 
Since Ilf II BMO and llHrll are equivalent quantities, the proof is complete. 
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We also have 
THEOREM D. For all bounded symmetric l2 and f in H2(L2), H/ is 
compact if and only iff is in B,(Q). For rank(D) # 1, B,(G) consists of just 
the constant functions. 
Proof: If Hr is compact, then, by Theorem 3, f =y must be in 
VM0,(1;2) so that 
Lim If(a)-foqAl =O. a-ac2 
It follows from Lemma 30 that 
Lim Q,(a) = 0 
a-ac2 
so f is in B,(B). 
For the converse, we consider first the case rank (Sz) = 1 so that m = B, 
the open unit ball in C”. Note that, for w  in E(0, R), 
If(z)-f(cpz(w))l d { sup Q,(a)) HO, w) 
u E E(z, R) 
by Lemma 29. Now consider 
IIf(fQf%II’= jECOR, If(z) -f~cp,Wl'W4 
+s O\E(O. R) 
Since we are now assuming Lim, t aQ Q,(a) = 0, we know that Q,( .) is in 
BC(B) so f is in B and 
If(z) -f(cpz(w))l G Ilf IIB Pv4 WI. 
Choose R > 0 so large that for E > 0 given, 
IIf ‘I’ jQ,E,O. R) 
/?(O, w)’ du(w) < ~~/2, 
and then, fixing R, choose z so close to afi that 
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Using Theorem E, direct estimates now show that 
IIf -f"cPzII <c. 
It follows that f is in VMO, so, by Theorem B, H/is compact. 
For rank(Q) # 1, Proposition 4.1 of [23, II] shows that 
Lim Qr(a) = 0 
a-m 
if and only if f is a constant function. 
Remark. In the case of rank(Q) = 1, a is the open unit ball of C”, 
Q,(a) is “equivalent” [23] to IV;f(a)l (1 - /al*), and Theorems C and D 
were first established in [l]. For 52 a non-trivial product of balls (e.g., 
sXJ = D”, the n-polydisc with n > l), Theorem D shows that, for f in H’(Q), 
l!lf is only compact for trivial reasons. 
9. EXTENSIONS AND GENERAIJZATIONS 
We note that Theorems A and B hold for measures of the form 
C,K(z, z)’ &l(z) 
with t< t,, and to= to(a). It is of some interest to determine the explicit 
maximum value of t,, for each of the bounded symmetric domains Sz. 
Theorems A, B, C, and D are likely to hold for many other bounded 
domains in C”. In particular, we have the 
Conjecture. Theorems A, B, C, and D hold for all strictly pseudo- 
convex domains. It should be noted that many of our preliminary theorems 
and lemmas held under relatively mild assumptions about the reproducing 
kernel K( ., .) and the Bergman metric geometry. To establish the conjec- 
ture above, it will be necessary to replace some “invariance” arguments by 
uniform estimates of quantities like 
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